Trolly the Troll

Trolly the troll
There was an unexpected surprise in our classroom this morning, a letter
from Trolly the Troll!
The letter asked the children of Alderwood Village to help build a boat for
fishing as his was stolen.
The immediate response to this letter was thinking about who stole the
boat:
I think the troll found our boat and used our boat and then someone stole Erin
We can get some logs, sticks from the beach -Bella
If we moved the boat to the water and there is not bottom on it, it will sink-

Erin
If we use heavy wood, it might sink -Kazja
I know who stole his boat, the billy goats did! -Bella
The Daddy goat said yes to the baby goat -Erin
Think the mommy goat, the big sister goat and the daddy goat said they
can take the boat. And it sank -Molly
Daddy goat wasn't home -Erin
If the troll wants a new boat, it's not for the goats. Maybe we should write
him a letter. Dear trolley the troll: If you be nice to us,me will build a boat
for you. -Bella
Do you want small, medium and big boats. -Erin
The letter said the troll 'allows us to use his bridge' - it must be the bridge
we like to play with is at the rock garden!
When we arrived in the morning, everyone was eager to revisit the 'Billy
Goats Gruff' story on the bridge. The letter reminded the children of the
classic story. Who knew the troll was watching us all this time? How can
we help him?
Teacher provocations like this one allow our children to create shared play
scripts within the outdoor environment. Unlike other types of play scripts,
such as 'house' or, the current favourite, 'Paw Patrol', a play script such as
this one does not require any children to come with knowledge beyond
what they learn together at school.
For example, the children who do not watch Paw Patrol are unable to be
the leaders in that dramatic play. They lack the authority of experience,
and thus the play can easily become exclusionary. Similarly, house play is
based on a social understanding of acceptable norms of what a family is.
Children with stronger personalities will get to determine what family is
and how 'house' is played - often based on their own home experiences.
Similarly, the majority will often outrage the minority. This may be seen in
scenarios such as "Mommy's stay home with Baby" - in which Daddy's do

not stay home simply because for the majority of children, this was their
personal experiences and this is extrapolated to become a social norm
and therefore an acceptable shared play script (Judith Harris, 2009).
When creating a fictitious world such as this one, there are no constraints
on the play script - and so the children begin to socially construct a world
based on the experiences (such as getting the letter) and the discussions
(such as who stole the boat)...and over time, these social constructions
form a shared history in which the children can create shared play scripts
through which they will engage in deep and meaningful play.

Building a Troll Boat

Arriving at the beach, we recap our plan: How can we help the troll? He
wants us to build him a boat:
Because trolls eat fish because they think it's yummy. They fish fish and
then go home to cook it. -Erin
The trolls have a secret pathway, and come here...we don't know how to
build a boat! -Bella
For a raft we need wood -Erin
And a flag -Bella
From Canada day, I saw lots of flags on Canada day. -Kazja
What if its too short? Erin
We can find a big one -Bella
The children drew their ideas for the boat in their journals. The from is
pointy, there is a steering wheel and a flag were the shared ideas. Erin
wanted a motor and Molly drew paddles for her boat.
We talked about how the troll might share his coins if we help him. There
was some reluctance initially to help the troll because 'he isn't nice', Bella
said. But, he did sign his letter 'love', an affectionate valediction.
Maybe he has a bag full of coins -Kazja
Yeah, lots of gold coins -Erin
At the beach everyone used their muscles to drag wood into a working
pile. The boat came together smoothly as everyone had an idea from the
drawings on how it should look. A fishing rod was added 'so we can get
more coins' -These children know how to earn their money!
I hope the troll uses our boat -Erin
How will he leave us coins? -Kazja
He has a magic wand and uses to go into the classroom. BOOM! -Erin

Maybe he goes in the fairy hole in the wall -Kazja
And turns big when he is in the classroom -Bella
With his wand -Erin
The story of Trolly is growing. As the children build a shared history
together within the spaces we visit, they are 'writing' a story. And this story
is transforming the spaces into places - places that hold emotion, meaning
and memory.

Troll Gold
This morning the children found another note from Trolly the Troll. He
thanked us for building him a boat and left some of his troll gold as a
token of appreciation!
I like trolley the troll - Bella
I think he likes green -Kazja
It smells like the sea -Molly
It smells like coins or dirty -Bella
I think the troll gets his coins from the water -Erin
We counted the coins, an opportunity for us to learn about money and the
denominations of our currency. With our fingers, the children counted a
total of $10! Even though there were six coins, the value was 10. This
furthered our understanding of quantity and value. With the money
counted, what can we do with the coins?
We can buy a cup to put the coins in -Molly
Molly, how much dollars is that? -Erin

I don't know yet-Molly
We can put it on a tray -Bella
Buy an ice cream -Kazja
Four ice creams -Erin
Where can we buy ice cream?
Ice cream shop -Kazja
An ice cream truck -Erin
If you don't have an ice cream truck, you can use an ice cream shop-Kazja

Ice cream land -Bella
We have to on an airplane and go to ice cream world -Erin
How about frozen yogurt? -Molly
How about Popsicles? -Kazja
How about freezes at save on foods -Erin
Ice frozen Popsicles -Molly
The decision between ice cream ($2) or frozen yogurt ($3) in Steveston
came down to affordability. With the help of our fingers again, the children
counted how much money we would need to purchase frozen yogurt -$12
for four servings which is more than our $10 coin budget. The ice cream
came out to $8 for four servings, less than the $10 budget.
Story telling and imaginative explorations with the children are
opportunities for them to learn different skills such as math, budgets and
money management. Sometimes we can't get what we want because the
resources aren't there. Thank you Trolly the Troll for helping us!

Thank you
The children were insistent we write a thank you letter to Trolly. They
appreciated the coins to buy ice cream. Gratitude, one of the emotions we
discuss in our mood wheel program, is an emotion they felt with the gift of
Troll Gold and that emotion should be honored. One way of honouring our
pleasant emotions is to share them!
The letter reads as follows:
Dear Trolly The Troll Thank you for the money. We will use it to buy ice
cream. We love you Trolly the Troll. Where did the mermaids go when they
went underwater? We are going on a mermaid hunt. We think the goats
stole your boats. Where do you go during the day? We can't see you and
want to know what you look like? What colour is your hair? We think you
love the colour green. Love, Alderwood Kids

What does Trolly look like?
In our letter to Trolly the children asked him
'Where do you go during the day? We can't
see you and want to know what you look
like'.
In their journals, they were invited to share
their ideas on what Trolly could look like.
Encouraging "what if" thinking is an
important part of developing creative
thought...but as our story with Trolly the Troll
unfolds, it is also important to give the
children voice. This is not a pre-written
choose-your-own-adventure, but a response
set of provocations, designed to provide
structure to the children's developing play at
Garry Point, as well as designed to provoke
interest in key learning areas this term notably, map making and story telling!
Providing opportunities for the children to
"write" the script is one way to carve out
space for their individual ideas and voices!
He has claws -Bella
He has one red leg, one blue leg -Erin
He has short hair -Molly
Trolly has a funky face and funky hair. Eight
fingers with a dress and high heels -Bella
He looks like this. He likes to wear furry
clothes -Kazja
These personal drawings help make Trolly
more real for each child. As we've never
seen him, each idea is a possibility.

Troll letter
Trolly wrote us back! Wanting to help us, Trolly explained that without a
map, there was no way to show us where the mermaids live! Could we
help, by going into Steveston and finding maps for research, and then
drawing a map of Steveston and the river and islands for him?
We most certainly could! The children set out to collect maps and draw
maps of their own.

Our maps
After going out into the village to collect maps, the children drew their own
maps based on the details we spotted in the pamphlets, booklets, books
and large maps. They either had their own or shared with a friend to
complete their drawings.
Slowly but surely, the children are starting to understand the idea of space
and where we are.
'Another feature of a map allows a reader to see where things are located
in relation to other phenomena represented. When only two landmarks are
shown in a drawing, such as a home and a school, both the distance and
the curves and angles in the path between them can be represented.
However, from such a map, it is not possible to know where the home and
the school are in relation to a local park or a shopping mall that are not on
the path between the home and the school. A map can also be a means of
representing an area that includes several landmarks within it ... Through
their map making, young children learn about direction and the relative
positioning of landmarks in particular places.' - Joan Sweeney

Our response
We have practiced drawing lots of maps, each time learning more about
landmarks, directions, and other important parts of a Map to help Trolly
find what he is trying to locate.
What were these children learning as they worked through their
preoccupation with maps?
"Maps are representations of physical location. Usually the
representational activity known as mapping involves one-to-one
correspondence with phenomena observed in a given place and their
represented location on a page.
However, the choice of details to be represented in maps, even for adult
use, is quite selective depending on the use to be made of them.
For instance, there are maps with little detail for people wanting to drive
from one city to another. There are also maps that are used by people to
find their way through a network of streets in order to arrive at a particular
building within a city. These do not usually indicate actual houses, trees,
or other quite large landmarks that may be seen along the way. Then there
are pictorial maps designed for tourists who use them to locate particular
buildings or monuments of local interest in a place they are visiting. Young
children tend to draw large scale, including representations of the
landmarks on their maps." -Joan Sweeney

Dear Trolly,
We went into the Village and collected maps from the different places for
you.
We want to know what you look like, so we can draw you on our map.
What landmarks do you need on your map? The water? The river? The
tower? The boats? The rock garden?
Do you look the same as your family?
What will help you find mermaid island?
Here is a collection of maps we found for you!

From Alderwood Kids

A large map for Trolly
Trolly the Troll left us a letter requesting a map of his boat route: the river
from the needle to London farm.
Today we started our map at Imperial Landing, on the way to Brittania
Shipyard. A roll of paper was used to mimic the narrow shape of the river:
'it's long and skinny' noted Erin, looking at the river.
With the paper rolled out, the children took turns drawing our immediate
surroundings on the boardwalk. Erin drew the Giant's Tower, Molly wanted
to add the garbage cans next to it. Kazja drew the boardwalk fish and
Bella added some people to represent the people walking around us.
What's across from us?
Rocks -Erin
Grass and water -Costa
Can I draw it?-Logan
Logan drew rocks and a tree on the other side of the paper, placing it
across the dock. The drawing of the boardwalk started to resemble the

physical space around us. We just scratched the surface of creating this
map and it will take time to complete. As we slowly piece together the map
for Trolly, our understanding of the space around us will grow too.

Is this Trollys boat
The children thought that this boat might be Trollys boat which the
mermaids stole! It was tied up to the new boat dock. Can you find it in
Steveston?

We took the scenic route to the park along the boardwalk. Today,
continuing our map for Trolly, we revisited the area around the Gaints
Tower up to the Boardwalk Fish.
The children revisited the map and added more details. Bell drew the orca
statue from the whale watching next to the tower. Molly noticed a set of
stairs at the boardwalk fish. With the help and enthusiasm of Thomas and
Logan, she counted the three stairs by hopping on each step.
Thomas pointed out the railing that runs along the building. It was a bit
daunting at first to draw the rail, but after we examined the shape of the
rail ('it's square, not circle' noted Thomas), he had no trouble putting it on

the map. Logan helped Thomas write 'rail' next to his drawing.
Olivia wanted to draw the ramps and rails the children made into a
climbing circuit.
As the children created a shared history - fun games, emotional
experiences, and bits and pieces of magical stories - they transform
'space' into 'place'. This is an important part of community building, and
the process is already evident within the children's maps. A fun game
made these ramps special and worthy of a place on our map. The map is
beginning to take shape of the meaningful places for us on the boardwalk,
and as we slow down our explorations, taking note of details we may have
passed over previously, we are building relationships not only with one
another, but with the places our program visits each week!

Trolls Land
A troll wth rainbow hair hitched a ride in our
wagon to the beach.
'He's not Trolly because he has rainbow hair
needs Trolly has green hair' explained Erin.
With the tools given to us by Fairy Mary (the
Fairies continue to leave us bags of gifts in
our mailbox - wonderful treasures to build
and play with at the beach!) the children
began breaking ground on a town for the
wayward troll.
This is trolls land. No goats can come here Kazja
We need more trolls. If there are no trolls,
this troll will be bored -Erin
The troll wants to go swimming -Molly
Then he can go on the bridge -Kazja
Our hands aren't getting dirty because we
are working with the shovels so well -Molly

He goes to the bridge at nine o'clock -Bella
The children created a Troll Land that has a
sense of space with rivers, mountains and
houses. Our exploration of maps is evident
in the intricate layout of the land. The
children are using their growing
understanding of spatial reasoning in their
play:
There is a mountain next to the river. It's
called Windy Mountain -Erin
I'm making the river -Molly
There are bridges for the trolls. Trolls need
bridges. -Bella
As the children approach the age of five,
they begin to understand their world beyond
the home with mom and dad. Home often
dominates the play of young children, there's
no place like home (Sobel, 1998).
With the Village program, the children are
exposed to the world beyond the home
everyday. In the Trolls Land, the emphasis
was on the geography of the land rather than
the home life of the trolls.
Thomas and Logan worked with Ewan (our
junior volunteer for the day) to build a water
source for town. They carried cups of water
and poured them into the rock with a tunnel
going through it. With the water flowing,
rivers carved into the sand and the bridges
built, it was shaping into an elaborate Troll
Land!
This is amazing, I hope no one sees it -Bella

If it rains, the land will be gone -Molly
That's the downside of beach creations, they
are temporal in nature. Hopefully the Trolls
have fun In their new 'temporary' land!

We continued our work on the map for Trolly the Troll. In a letter to the
children, he asked for a map of the river from Garry Point to Britannia
Shipyard. It's quite the distance and we are slowly making our way down
the boardwalk, drawing landmarks and structures as we walk and explore
the space. The focus today was in the fishing docks and old machines
from the fisheries that dot along the boardwalk.
Costa counted the boats and drew four next to a large rectangle dock.
Logan and Molly wanted to add the apartment building across from the
dock. These drawing moments allow the children to challenge themselves
and draw something new and unfamiliar.
How can I draw this building? - Asked Logan.
We broke the building down to basic shapes and lines that are familiar to
draw. A building is less intimidating when it's comprised of many
rectangles and squares.
Molly drew many small windows that she observed on the building. After a
few small squares she began drawing her own interpretation of the space:
I'm drawing a bathroom and some people. And a dark nose -Molly
Molly is representing her understanding of living spaces, inserting
drawings of what belongs in a home. This is very common for a pre-kinder
child to do as 'there is no place like home' (Sobel, 1998) in their

representational drawings.
Our map is becoming more detailed, and the exercise of mapping the
boardwalk is forcing us to stop and examine different areas that we can
easily walk by. The condos have been pr sent every time we walk to
Britannia, but today the children chose to put it on the map. Last week the
focus was on the rails and ramps the children used as a climbing circuit.
This shows that the map is not only a reflection of space, but also
experiences.

We are making the map for Trolly -Erin
It's taking a long time -Kazja
It's going to Britannia - Erin
And the water -Logan
When we reached the tower that was the last spot drawn on our map, we
talked about the places we should draw on the map:
The bridge -Erin
And the fountain -Molly
The trees -Kieran
And Anchor -Erin
The hill, I can draw that -Kazja
The big building. I can paint it later -Aiden
The broken ship - Logan

Drawing the map brings to focus the different structures - natural and man
made - we encounter on our walk to Britannia. The children love pointing
to the same landmarks every time we walk around this area; the fountain,
the broken dock and the anchor never go unnoticed. This task for Trolly
also highlights things for the children that may not be recognized
otherwise:
Look at this circle, we should put this on the map -Thomas, pointing to a
painted circle on the path
There are so many trees in the island -Kieran
And trees around the water and the bridge -Kazja
We can add fire hydrants and the lights and the cars to our map -Thomas
There are so many details in the environment around us. How can we
possibly draw it all?
Our map will be so full! - Thomas reflected on our walk back to school.

A Trolls Height
Today we received a letter from Trolly! He wants us to find him a new
bridge to live under near our old school. The requirement is that it must be

higher than four feet as he his four feet on his tippy toes. From our height
measurements last week, the children recall using a ruler to measure
height.
'We can use the string we used to measure the giants tower' Molly
suggested.
The children used a ruler and measured out four feet of string. This string
will be used next week when we go to our new classroom. Hopefully we
can find a bridge big enough for Trolly!

Bridge exploration
Today we decided to further investigate the disappearance of the big blue
bridge at the fishermans wharf. Last week we noticed it missing but we're
in a fairy time quest and had to stick to our group plan rather than see
where it had gone.
Maybe they chopped the bridge and put it in an ambulance -Kazja
It moved over there now- Jasper
Maybe it's over there-Thomas
The children noticed all the boats had been moved over to the right side,
closer to the cannery. So we ventured that way to see if we could spot the

blue bridge. On our walk, we spotted a silver bridge which lead to a
restaurant. Is this the bridge we are looking for?
No!-everyone
The group were unanimous that this was not the bridge.
Perhaps this bridge could be similar to the one we need to find for Trolly?
No because there's water underneath it -Kazja
No because its in the water- Erin
No it's over the water- Logan
If Trolly wants to go under his bridge it would be too cold - Erin
How does he get in the water? -Kazja
He would need a life jacket- Erin
A few minutes prior we had spoken about how the waters were moving
super fast today and swimming we not be safe, specially in our muddy
buddies. We would need life jackets to keep us safe. Erin then applied this
knowledge to the conversation. We kept walking along as that was not
what we were looking for and quickly came across another bridge. This
one was in fact blue but it had a familiar sign on it and it lead to a familiar
restaurant. This is a blue bridge, is it this one?
No-jasper
Hm, Does it get us down to the boats?
No, it gets us to fish and chips -Kieran
This bridge was quickly written off our list but the kids were excited to see
pajos, and hide under the sheltered umbrellas on this rainy wet day. We
then continued down our route and found another bridge, a red one with
some signs in front of it. The signs showed people in circles. A green one,
and a red one with a line through it. The children discussed which way the
signs were telling them they are allowed to walk. Kazja helped inform the

group that the red one means no, were not allowed to go that way
because of the line through it. So we took the green circle route down to
the boat docks. When we got down there we explored to see if we
recognized any of the boats or could find the blue bridge. There were lots
of ramps and bridges to get us from section to section, but not the one we
were looking for. What's the difference between a ramp and a bridge?
Kazja- a ramp goes up and a bridge goes straight
Thomas- a bridge goes down and a ramp goes straight
Hm, interesting thoughts but I still wonder. We say that this is a ramp, and
that is a bridge, but what makes them different from one another.
Logan - that one is over the water
What's under a ramp?
Thomas- ground
Jasper- metal
The children really checked the structure of the bridges too as we
searched,to help Trolly with his bridge problem.
" A report by the National Academy of Engineering and the Board on
Science Education at the Center for Education, Engineering in K-12
Education,defines engineering as “a systematic and often iterative
approach to designing objects, processes, and systems to meet human
needs and wants” (Council 2009, p 49). Embedded within this iterative
approach to the design process is problem solving." -Betty Zan.
When we were about to move on because we couldn't find the blue bridge,
we tried one last thing. We asked the fishermen. Two fisherman were busy
working and we stopped to ask them about the disappearance of our
bridge! They thankfully had the answer!!
'Oh that bridge! They took that one away and are going to build a new
one.'
What are they going to build the new one with?

'Cement, like the one over there" We thanked the friendly fishermen and
walked back to the cement structure.
We can't go down this as it's a really high jump. -Logan
Only cars can on it . But if they go on it now they would just drive and fall
off. -Thomas
But jeeps can because jeeps can't fall off cause they are the strongest in
the world -Logan
This morning we set out with a goal/question and with a lot of
investigation, and determination we were able to get the answer to where
did the big blue bridge go! I wonder what structure the new bridge/ramp
will look like?

As we build a map for
Trolly to his new home
there are many new terms
we learn, such as
landmarks and different
names for different types
of buildings (apartments,
houses, offices,
construction site, etc). This
presents a fantastic
opportunity for spelling!
Learning phonetics, pairing
words, and sounding out
letters as a group. Today
everyone was very
engaged with the project
and working as a team, it
was wonderful to see the
learning :)

The children completed the
final landmarks for Trollys
map. This map shows
Trolly where his new home
(bridge #2) is located.
We've worked on this map
over three sessions in the
past few days. The
children demonstrated a
strong interest and were
focused on the map the
entire time. For early
leaners, having an
important goal such as
helping Trolly motivates
the children to stay focus
and build important skills.
Map making builds fine
motor skills, spatial
recognition and team
building by working with a
group. Finding Trolly a new
bridge is a way for the
children to learn about
their new classroom area.
When we began the village
program, map making was
a way to help the children
connect with the space
around them. Now we have
completed our tenth and
final quest!

Bridges over London Landing
Today the children began their quest of compassion for Fairy Tatiana. For
this quest they need to,find a new bridge for Trolly to call home. With their
4ft measuring string in hand, the set out on the first leg of the bridge
search en route to Britannia. We found four bridges between our
classroom and Britannia shipyards. In pairs the children took turns using
the string to measure the height of the bridge to the water. Trolly needs at
least four feet. 'You don't want to hit your head' Jasper cautioned. At each
bridge, the children were able to evaluate it for Trolly and his needs. Their
ideas and thoughts demonstrate a thoughtfulness and respect for finding a
good home for Trolly. Bridge 1 -Farm trail There is no water and it's too
low from 4 feet tall -Erin It's for baby trolls -Kazja Yeah, baby trolls -Logan
It has rock water -Thomas It's too low for Trolly -Molly Maybe the fish died
-Jasper It's too low Measurement: too low Bridge 2 -ice fountain This
might be 4 feet tall -Jasper He might not like it because there is water
there -Thomas He can have his boat here-Logan It's far from our school Kazja It's higher -Jasper This one is for Trolly -Jasper This one we can
give to Trolly -Logan Measurement: over 4ft Bridge 3- another water
fountain Trolly can't have it because there is too much water underneath Logan And no fish -Erin There is ice here -Jasper It will be too cold for
Trolly with the ice -Kazja It's too low -Erin Measurement: too low Bridge 4waterfall bridge There is too much hay -Kazja There is garbage on the
water -Logan It's too garbagey for Trolly -Kazja It's just two feet tall Kieran The rocks are blocking the garbage-Erin Measurement: too low Ice,
garbage and height were deal breakers for the children. They were able to

recognize that unpleasant elements of a bridge won't be comfortable for
Trolly. This shows empathy and compassion for others (even Trolls!). Our
search will continue tomorrow when we explore some bridges near the
farm. 'I think bridge number 2 is the best for Trolly' Logan concluded. So
we have a strong contender for Trolly's new home!

Letters
Once we have completed a quest or helped one of our magical friends, we
write them a letter to communicate with them. This is done as a group and
the children put their hand up to say the next line of the letter one by one,
but everyone has to agree. We want the letter to be the voice of the group
yet we want to protect everyone's right to be heard and their right to have
their own ideas. As these letters are collaborative pieces and the teacher
is merely the scribe for the children's conversations, much confirming,
encouragement, and negotiation occur in the children's discussions.

This is how we learn!
As we build a map for Trolly to his new home there are many new terms
we learn, such as landmarks and different names for different types of
buildings (apartments, houses, offices, construction site, etc). This
presents a fantastic opportunity for spelling! Learning phonetics, pairing
words, and sounding out letters as a group. Today everyone was very
engaged with the project and working as a team, it was wonderful to see
the learning :)

Map drawing
Last week we worked really hard to complete our final quest for queen
Tatiana. Our job was to show compassion for trolly who does not have a
home currently and find him a new one. When we had selected the perfect
place for him, we needed to make a map as to how to get to the new
bridge from our school. As trolly has bad eyesight, we used two large
white card stock pieces to complete the drawing. Our maps were very
similar in size to the ones we saw in the trailer with pearl! And some of
those maps were actually blue prints like our bridge drawings! So many
connections in our learning :). Having multiple ways to cover different
areas of similar subject matter and material really helps deepen the
children's learning. The children are grasping concepts such as height,
length, construction, building process, map making, and reaching out the
community. There is so much the community has to offer us. They area
wealth of knowledge that the children want to obtain, we just have to ask
the right questions to get the desired answers!

